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ABSTRACT

Iterative prototyping helps designers refine their ideas and
discover previously unknown issues and opportunities.
However, the time constraints of production schedules can
discourage iteration in favor of realization. Is this tradeoff
prudent? This paper investigates if—under tight time
constraints—iterating multiple times provides more benefit
than a single iteration. A between-subjects study manipulates participants’ ability to iterate on a design task.
Participants in the iteration condition outperformed those in
the non-iteration condition. Participants with prior experience with the task performed better. Notably, participants
in the iteration condition without prior task experience
performed as well as non-iterating participants with prior
task experience.
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INTRODUCTION

Many designers evangelize the value of prototyping
[3,7,8,9,31,37,50], encapsulated in the design adage,
“Enlightened trial and error outperforms the planning of
flawless intellect.” Prototyping entails repeatedly trying
ideas and getting feedback [31]. A canonical prototyping
iteration comprises four steps: envisioning possibilities,
creating a prototype to embody a possibility, getting
feedback about the prototype, and reevaluating constraints
[29]. However, time constraints often lead organizations
and individuals to focus on realization rather than iteration
[3,50].
This paper investigates if, under tight time constraints,
several rapid prototypes yield more valuable design
insights than allocating that time to a single iteration.
Twenty-eight participants were randomly assigned to one
of two conditions for an individual design task. Participants
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in the iteration condition were encouraged to test and refine
their design multiple times. Participants in the non-iteration
condition spent all their design time on construction; they
were prevented from testing their design. After the design
period, participants set aside all prototypes and entered a
build period to implement their design.
The design task for this experiment was an egg drop
exercise where participants design a vessel from everyday
materials to protect a raw egg from a fall. This task has
several appealing properties: success is objectively measurable (drop height), participants need only minimal technical
expertise, there are many possible valid solutions, and it
can be completed in an hour-long session. Drop height was
the primary dependent variable. Participants also estimated
their vessel’s performance before and after the design
period. We gathered participant demographics and concluded each session with a semi-structured interview.
The iteration condition significantly outperformed the noniteration condition: the iterating participants’ designs
reached higher drop heights before breaking an egg. Selfassessment of performance increased significantly across
the design period for individuals in the iteration condition.
Unsurprisingly, participants with prior egg drop experience
outperformed those without prior experience. More
notably, non-experienced participants in the iteration
condition did as well as experienced participants in the
non-iteration condition.
Prior to describing our experiment, we summarize the
existing literature that sheds light on the function and value
of iterative prototyping.
Oscillating Between Creation and Feedback

Prototypes can help define an idea’s role, implementation,
and look and feel [26]; they can build empathy for users
[8]; they communicate to clients, users, and fellow designers [56]. Designers embody creative hypotheses in prototypes and then observe the outcome [31]. An iterative
prototyping practice oscillates between creation and
feedback: creative hypotheses lead to prototypes, leading to
open questions, leading to observations of failures, leading
to new ideas, and so on.
In the creation phase, designers ask the abductive question
of “what might be” [43,44]. Much of previous design
research has emphasized the importance of creative idea
generation [6,34,45,47,55]. Research on brainstorming
[6,45,47,51], synthesis [34], and framing [22,57] tech-

niques seeks to improve the abductive part of prototyping.
Expertise literature suggests expert practitioners develop an
organizational framework for retrieval and application of
knowledge [17]; expert designers learn to effectively
organize and act on locally contextual design information.
In the feedback phase, designers make inferences from
observations [35]. Experimentation and feedback leads
designers to discover unknown attributes, constraints, and
opportunities that may not have been conceived of a priori.
Discovery is not an automatic consequence of experimentation; the way people frame problems makes some insights
salient and hides others [32].
Prototyping With Internal & External Representations

Designers can use mental imagery to envision and improve
ideas [2,18,19,20]. Christensen and Schun analyzed an
engineering design setting where designers use mental
simulation as a proxy for external prototyping, reducing
“uncertainty language” within meetings [4,10]. Similarly,
Schön remarked that an expert designer possesses the
ability to conduct a series of “what-if” moves with “discovered consequences, implications, appreciations, and further
moves” [48]. But as Schön points out, the web of moves
can become too complicated to manage in one’s head—
even for virtuosos—due to limitations in human memory
and processing.
People leverage the physical world to overcome limitations
in memory capacity [5,46], to convert highly cognitive
tasks into perceptual/motor tasks [12,25,27,38], to effectively represent problems [36,58], and to explore alternatives [33,41,42]. Kirsh and Maglio’s study of the game
Tetris found that players manipulated the pieces more than
was pragmatically necessary for moving them to the right
place. [33,42]. Kirsh and Maglio argue that these manipulations provide an epistemic technique for exploring
alternatives. Prototypes are designer’s way of trying things
out.
Larkin and Simon [36] explored the representational
differences between a diagram and a written description.
They demonstrate two external representations may be
informationally equivalent, but have significantly different
computational efficiency. Designers’ choice of external
representations in prototyping has significant influence on
how they explore a design space [9, 21,39,40].
Tversky and Suwa investigated how external representations promote discovery and inference. They show that by
attending to visual features in sketches, designers discover
ideas that were unintended when they were drawn [52,53].
Prototypes similarly elicit information about the design
context that did not previously exist in the designer’s head.
Is Iterative Prototyping Undervalued?

Design is often heavily time-constrained; this can discourage designers from iterating. Many feel that organizations
undervalue iteration [3,16,30,49,50]. Prototyping has an
actual bottom-line cost associated with it, but this cost
estimate is often inaccurate or changes over time [3].
Organizations often avoid prototyping because they believe

the cost/investment will be significant and the return will
be minimal. As Schrage suggests, “it is hard to persuade
companies that one more iteration costs less than a flawed
product,” [50]. While researchers have devised economic
models and performed cost-benefit analysis to argue for
rapid iteration [16,30], resource considerations remain a
primary barrier to its application in industry.
On the view of prototyping as a learning process, psychological explanations of learning barriers can provide insight
into why prototyping may happen too little in practice.
Dweck has demonstrated that people’s belief in whether
intelligence is mostly fixed or mostly shaped by practice
has a significant impact on whether people seek out
learning opportunities [14]. Dodgson and Wood have
shown that with high self-esteem, people respond less
negatively to failure and focus on strengths rather than
weaknesses [13]. Earnest experimentation requires risk.
The educational psychology literature can inform how to
structure the environment so that designers fully engage the
prototyping process [1,14].
METHOD

The design task had two conditions: individuals encouraged
to conduct iterative testing (iteration) and individuals
prevented from conducting iterative testing (non-iteration).
We tested the following hypotheses:





Participants in the iteration condition will outperform
the non-iteration group.
Participants in the iteration condition will report a
larger increase in pre/post confidence levels (perceived
ability) than the non-iteration condition.
Participants with prior exposure to the design task will
outperform participants with no exposure.
Participants with prior general design experience will
outperform participants with no design experience.

Materials and Design Task

In selecting the experimental task, we sought to achieve the
following four criteria:





Presents a clear, objective measure of design quality
Requires minimal design or engineering expertise
Can be completed by individuals within one hour
Offers many paths to achieve an effective result.

We chose the egg drop exercise, where participants design
a vessel from everyday materials to protect a raw egg from
a fall. Variations of the exercise are practiced in secondary
and tertiary education classrooms around the United States.
This study measures performance by dropping a single egg
from a one-foot marker, then two, then three, and so on
until the egg cracks. Task performance is measured by the
highest height (in feet) at which the egg survives a fall.
Pilot studies showed that our choice of materials should be
diverse enough to elicit many approaches yet challenging
enough to produce a wide range of performances. We
selected the following design materials: 8 pipe cleaners, 8
rubber bands, 8 popsicle sticks, one 4" × 8" piece of poster
board, one sheet of tissue paper, one 4" × 6" piece of flat

foam, and one foot of scotch tape (Figure 1). Participants
worked on a table next to a drop zone area with foot
markers written on the wall (Figure 3). All of the supplies
were on the table, including build materials, scissors, eggs,
and instructions.
Figure 2: Experiment procedure with time markers for
requesting tests in the iteration condition (triangles) and for
requesting task performance estimates (vertical bars).

During the design period, participants in the control group
(no iteration) were provided one egg, which was also used
in the final egg drop. Individuals in the manipulation group
(iteration) were given a full carton of eggs. We encouraged
iteration participants to conduct a test drop at the five, ten,
fifteen, and twenty-five-minute marks during the design
phase. We did not limit participants to only four drops, nor
did we strictly enforce all four drops The drop zone was
adjacent to the design table so participants in the iteration
group could test their design ideas at any point (Figure 3).
Figure 1: Materials constraints in the design task: pipe
cleaners, popsicle sticks, rubber bands, tissue paper, poster
board, and flat foam.

For their participation, subjects received either credit
towards their course research participation requirement or a
$20 Amazon gift card. As additional incentive, participants
were told the two best performing vessels would receive
additional Amazon gift cards.
Participants

Twenty-eight students averaging 21.1 years old and
representing a wide range of majors from our university
participated in the study. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions. The study balanced for
gender, prior egg drop experience, and general design
experience across the two conditions. Twelve of the
participants had prior experience with the egg drop exercise. Six had either worked as product designers or participated in regular design activities.
Procedure

Participants filled out a consent form and demographics
questionnaire. The experimenter verbally described the egg
drop exercise and the specific rules for the assigned
condition. All participants were told they would have 25
minutes to design. They were given a set of construction
materials, and were told they could get replacement
materials if necessary. After the design period, the researcher cleared the workspace and provided a fresh set of
the original materials (this time without replacements).
Participants were given 15 minutes to build the final
design, followed by a 10-minute interview, and the egg
drop test (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Experimental setup for the design exercise

Participants were asked to estimate their perceived performance on the task (in feet), both after hearing the
instructions and right before the egg drop test. We conducted a short open-ended interview at the end of the build
phase, asking participants to describe their concept and
their biggest concern for how the egg might break.
RESULTS

This section describes the effect of iterative testing on task
performance, the effect of iterative testing on task confidence, and the influence of prior task exposure on design
performance.
Vessels created in the iteration condition outperformed the
non-iteration condition, with an average successful egg
drop height of 6.1 feet compared to an average of 3.3 feet
(t=2.38, p<0.03) (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Individuals in the iteration condition significantly
outperformed the non-iteration condition in the egg drop
mechanical design task.

Participants’ confidence level in the iteration condition rose
from an average of 4.14 to 5.93 feet from before to after the
design task (t=2.21, p<0.05). The non-iteration condition
saw no significant change in perceived ability, averaging
3.1 for both pre and post design task (Figure 5). The premeasure of performance slightly favors the iteration
condition, although the mean self-estimates are not significantly different (t=1.92, p=0.23).

Figure 6: Individuals with prior exposure to the egg drop task
significantly outperformed those who had not done this
exercise before.

Both experienced and inexperienced participants in the
iteration condition outperformed their counterparts in the
non-iteration condition (Figure 7). A two-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed,
with Iteration (iteration/non-iteration) and Prior Experience
(prior/no-prior) as factors and egg drop height as dependent
variable. Participants with prior egg drop exposure in the
iteration condition performed the best, with an average
successful drop height of 8.7 feet compared to 3.8 feet for
prior egg droppers in the non-iteration condition
(F(1,26)=6.84, p=0.015). Similarly for participants with no
prior egg drop exposure, the iterative testing condition
outperformed the non-iteration condition, 4.3 feet compared to 2.8 feet (F(1,26)=5.93, p=0.023). The Iteration x
Prior Experience interaction was nearly significant
(F(1,26)=2.45, p=0.130). Iteration helped participants with
no prior egg drop experience perform at the same level as
non-iterators with prior egg drop exposure.

Figure 5: Individuals’ self estimate of performance (measured
in feet)—shows a significant rise between pre- and post-task
estimate, but only in the iteration condition.

Participants in both conditions estimated their performance
fairly accurately. On average, iterators estimated 5.9 feet,
just underestimating their actual score of 6.1 feet, and noniterators estimated 3.1 feet, just underestimating their actual
score of 3.3 feet.
Influence of prior exposure to design task

Twelve of the twenty-eight participants reported previously
taking part in the egg drop exercise. Prior egg droppers
outperformed those without experience, 6.3 feet compared
to 3.5 feet (t=1.98, p<0.04)(Figure 6).

Figure 7: Breakdown of participants with or without prior
egg drop exposure and those in the iteration or non-iteration
condition (chart and table numbers in feet).

Influence of design experience on task performance

INTERVIEWS

Six of the twenty-eight participants had prior professional
product design experience or participated in regular design
activities. Prior design experience had no significant effect
on the outcome of design task performance (t=1.84,
p<0.17). With only six qualifying participants, the sample
size is not large enough to fully explore the effects of prior
design experience.

The interviews revealed how participants employed
different prototyping strategies, learned from iteration, and
used mental simulation.

PARTICIPANT CREATIONS

Participants explored a wide variety of creative design
concepts including parachutes, damping stilts, tubes, boxes,
suspension systems, and nests for catching the egg raw
(Figure 8). The top three performers—15, 13, 10 feet—
came from the iteration condition (top of left column).
Based on these participant creations, we conducted an
analysis of the design space [15] and determined five key
design dimensions: the amount of drag created in the air,
the distance between the egg and the first point of impact,
the damping upon impact, the balance of weight before and
after impact, and the containment of the egg. While this
analysis of the design space is informal, it sheds light on
relevant design factors. The interviews provide further
insight on how participants discovered important variables,
and typically focused only just one or two of these factors.

Prototyping strategies

Some participants employed their understanding of physics
to build a vessel designed to absorb impact. For P22’s
vessel (see left), he coiled “the foam (into) a spring to
absorb the shock.” P24 said she
included a “stabilizing layer” for
“bigger surface area” and so “the
force was a little more dispersed.”
As P3 explained “the part that hit
the ground had the most impact,
so I didn’t want that part to be the
egg.” Her design, a self-described
P22 (iteration): 13 ft
“spiky creation,” included damping
stilts protruding in many directions. According to another
participant, P18, the key was to provide a “buffer,” so the
“impact point doesn’t hit the egg directly.”
Other participants approached the egg design task as
bricoleurs. As P23 described, “I started with a poster board
box and then lined it with the foam
box, and then I tore up little pieces
of foam ‘cause I had extra. And
then, ‘cause I had ‘em I threw in the
pipe cleaners around the top of the
egg. On the bottom there are sticks,
partly because I had ‘em, but also it
makes it more likely to land on the
bottom.” P25 (see right) simply
wrapped the egg with as many
layers of materials as possible. This
approach of mashing together
P25 (no-iterat.): 7 ft
materials echoes the opportunistic
design practices reported by Hartmann et al. [23].
Other participants drew inspiration from objects outside of
the immediate design context. P11 said, “My design is a
Turkish cone. This is the same thing they use to sell
chestnuts… When I drop chestnuts usually
they would not crack, although [chestnuts]
are much harder” than eggs (see right). In a
similar vein, P21 related the design task
to protecting passengers in vehicles.
Both participants thought of analogous
P11 (iteration): 5 ft
situations for protecting precious objects.

Iteration Condition
Non-iteration Condition
Figure 8: Twenty-eight participant creations ordered
according to best performers (from top left down) and
separated by study condition (iteration in left two columns;
non-iteration in right two columns)

Many participants used the materials and gestures to
communicate about the features of their vessel. P20 said “I
designed an outer boundary [hands around the prototype],
using the [looks up at reference sheet] pipe cleaners… and I
designed an inner boundary using the [look up at sheet]
sticks.”

Learning from iteration

Most participants in the iteration condition made a concerted effort to learn and improve their designs with each
iterative test. As P3 stated, “experimentation with materials
is important, especially at the beginning,
so you figure everything possible you
can do with them. It is also really
important to see what actually
happens when it hits, ‘cause with my
first design I didn’t realize it
would hit so hard.” Her main
design insight was to have damping
P3 (iteration): 5 ft
sticks protruding at different angles
(see right).
P9 learned the vessels do not fall evenly: “What I didn’t
account for is, as it gets to higher heights, this will not drop
straight down.” P18 recognized a
different problem with her design.
“The main problem with the last
design is that it wasn’t covering
the egg enough, so I was afraid it
was going to fall out” (see left).
The iterative process helped
participants identify issues such as
P18 (iteration): 2 ft
creating drag, balancing the
weight, managing the landing, and containing the egg.
Iterative testing does not always reveal the source of
failure. P28’s first vessel braced the egg with a square
wooden structure. It broke at 1 foot. Then he added a
platform underneath and parachute, while he kept the
wooden frame (see right). Although, his design continued
to fail from low heights, P28 never inferred a key problem:
the wooden frame can easily jab
into the egg, cracking it with
very little force. However in the
final interview he did say “I was
thinking that I could use—for the
holding bay— instead of the
wood, I could actually use the pipe P28 (iteration): 1 ft
cleaners since they are a little bit softer.”
Using mental simulation

The interview right before the final egg drop asked participants to envision how their concepts performed. P12
commented and gestured using his design, “When it falls,
it’s probably going to fall one way or another. Once it starts
getting dropped from higher, it’s going to bounce and flip
maybe [shows how the vessel might flip over].” P14
projected his design would “land kinda crooked sideways.”
P27 was concerned her design would impact the floor on its
side (Figure 9). She also correctly observed that the
parachute should keep her design from falling on its side.

Figure 9: Participant using her vessel to illustrate possible
failure scenarios.
Effects of manipulating iteration

In the iteration condition, many participants expressed
frustration with having to drop so early and often. At one
point during the task P16 says to himself:
“What is sturdy enough to support an
egg drop?” Then he sighs, takes a
deep breath, and sits back in his
chair looking frustrated. He felt
pressured to come up with
something under the tight time
constraint. In the interview he said,
“I thought five minutes was too
soon to really have anything
substantial” (see right). While the P16 (iteration): 6 ft
tight iteration cycles were stressful,
his vessel scored 6 feet—average for the iteration condition
and significantly better than the average non-iteration
score. Other participants embraced the opportunity for
iteration and really stress-tested their vessels, such as P22
who stood on the table to test his design.
In the non-iteration condition, participants were often ready
to test their idea before the end of time period, as P15 said,
“so if I’m done can I start?” Similarly, with 10 minutes left
in the design period P25 declares, “Alright, I’m finished.”
It was not clear (at least to us) a priori that the multipleiteration condition would be so much more engaging for
participants than the single-iteration condition.
Iteration did not lead to divergence

While participants in the iteration condition were allowed
to test multiple egg drops, they did not necessarily explore
a variety of concepts. As P16 described, “I’m not a very
good outside-the-box thinker, so I kinda just had one idea
and I was going to try to make it work.” P27, who had the
best overall design, expressed a similar notion: “I went with
the whole parachute idea…from the beginning. So, I had
one core idea.” Generally participants selected an initial
design direction and iterated to improve on that idea.
More unexpectedly, some participants claimed that their
chosen design seemed like the only possibility. P21 said,
“For some reason this seems to be the only idea. There
needs to be a platform and then as good of cushion as

possible. I don’t see any other way” (see
right). Likewise P20 asserted,
“This is the best approach for
such a design.” Despite oftmediocre preliminary tests and
a wide range of possibilities
available, many participants
appeared fixated on their initial P21 (iteration): 7 ft
design concept.
Factors that prevented divergence

The short time period impacted why participants did not
diverge. As P18 stated, “This is what I thought of first
[holding his design], and I started thinking, ‘well that’s one
idea what else can I do?’ Then I said, ‘nah, I better make
this to make sure I will have time.’” P24 discussed the
notion of changing to a new idea, “With time and with
trials, I was sort of improving upon the first idea I had and
not trying to scrap it and go on to a whole new idea.”
Participants may not have felt they had time to brainstorm
different ideas, and once they got started, they found it
difficult to justify changing to a new idea.
While many participants described how they had “one idea
and just went with it” (P6), some participants indicated
ideation occurred before prototyping. P27 talked about
constructing “some sort of box with the sticks and involving rubber bands so the egg is in the middle.” P24 said, “I
think if I had more time I probably would have been more
accurate, maybe even do some calculations.” Participants
may have considered ideas that were not pursued due to
lack of time and perceived complexity. P4 commented:
“There were a lot of different ideas I had originally…
possibly even using the tissue paper like a parachute.”
Participants’ underlying assumptions affected their fundamental design choices. P15, like others in the experiment,
assumed the egg had to drop by itself into a nest: “I just
figured I was supposed to build a
vessel to catch the egg on its
own” (see right). P11’s sense of
personal pride in his “Turkish
cone” perhaps dissuaded his
willingness to pursue other
concepts between iterations: “An
[alternate] design may have been
better… but I am proud of mine.” P15 (no-iterat.): 2 ft
(P11)
DISCUSSION

Participants entered the final fifteen-minute build period
armed only with what they learned during the design
period. Why did participants in the iteration condition
outperform non-iterators? One interpretation says that
participants in the iteration condition discovered more
flaws and constraints, and tried more new concepts. Noniterating participants could only speculate how their design
would perform. Another interpretation says participants in
the iteration condition became better carpenters; they often
built the same construction multiple times and thus they

tuned the craft. These interpretations are not mutually
exclusive, as experimenting and discovering constraints are
part of craftwork.
Why did participants in the iteration condition significantly
increase their estimated performance on the design task?
Unlike the non-iteration condition, the iterating participants
received multiple benchmarks. Each iterative test contributed to their judgment of performance. Participants in the
non-iteration condition also managed to correctly estimate
their low performances, so it remains inconclusive whether
the feedback alone leads to better self-estimates. Surprisingly, the non-iteration condition saw no rise in perceived
performance despite working on the task for forty minutes.
Why did iterating participants with prior experience far
outperform all others? Prior exposure to the egg drop
exercise gave participants a head start in forming initial
design concepts, but why did they make stronger gains with
feedback than preliminary ideas from newbies? One
argument says that prior experience gives people an index
of examples (or cases) and feedback merely aids people to
sort through the good and bad ideas. Another argument
says prior experience is not only about knowing examples;
it’s about knowing how to perceive and analyze feedback
on proposed solutions. This finding suggests the possibility
for scaffolding design expertise with domain-specific
examples, along with various feedback perspectives. Future
authoring tools, for example, could include domain-specific
design exemplars, each with a host of expert feedback.
What factors influence the use of rapid iteration? We found
some participants expressed anxiety from having to iterate
too early and too frequently. The iteration condition
demanded proficiency and imprecision. On the other hand,
several of the non-iterating participants were unsatisfied
because they could not immediately see how their design
performed. Participants may favor longer iterations over
short and early iterations to avoid duress; this emotional
factor may affect design outcome.
Iterative prototyping does not necessarily lead to an
exhaustive exploration of alternatives. Participants in both
conditions of the study explored a narrow range of possibilities in the design space. The short time frame and
uncertainty about more complex constructions influenced
participants. Unlike many real-world design processes, the
design period did not include structured time for divergent
thinking. More interestingly, several of the participants
talked about how they believed their idea to be the only
possibility. Design research explains people often fixate on
concepts, especially if they have invested energy and time
into one path [11,28].
External validity is a concern for any lab study. While most
real world design ventures are often social in nature, we
focused on individual designers in this preliminary study to
avoid the potential confounds of groupthink and interpersonal relationships. Likewise, design problems are typically
solved over the course of days or months. To control for
external stimuli, we chose a time frame that only required a

single uninterrupted session. Our choice of a design task
placed value on having an objectively measurable outcome.
In the real world, the problem space or “design brief” is
often not set in stone; it gets defined along the way. That
said, the egg drop design exercise might be in some
respects representative of design tasks that do have clear
goals (e.g., designing a bridge always has a clear objective:
to insure that cargo and people can cross safely). As a
whole, participants demonstrated a range of creative
solutions to the egg drop problem. Just as in real design
settings, the outcomes cannot be defined by success/failure/right/wrong, but by what concept best fits the
current design context.
FUTURE WORK

Questions remain about how designers perceive the
efficacy of prototyping. Do designers undervalue rapid
iteration? Within a given timeframe, how do designers
determine an iteration strategy? How do designers decide
the frequency and temporal spacing of iterations? Do
designers typically plan iterations or do they unfold
organically? The literature on organizational research can
help us hypothesize about the interaction between plans and
situated prototyping practices [3,24,50,56]. We hypothesize
for example that planning for lots of rough iterations will
achieve better results than planning fewer meticulous
iterations.
Does the particular formation of iteration affect how
designers explore concepts in a design space? Do designers
benefit when explicit juxtaposition and reflection are built
into iteration? The study indicated that iteration did not
necessarily lead to more divergence; participants sought
incremental improvements to their concept. We hypothesize exploratory techniques—such as performing analogy
training [54] and creating parallel prototypes—can lead to
more divergence between iterations and enable more
explicit comparisons when processing feedback.
Do the benefits of iteration pertain to groups? While we
know group brainstorming leads to unique ideas and serves
organizational functions [47,51], the advantages of team
prototyping are less understood. What strategies emerge?
Do participants prototype different ideas and later combine
them? Do participants work together to understand the
feedback? We hypothesize an interaction effect between
groups and the presence of feedback; groups will get
farther with iterative feedback than individuals because of
their ability to collaboratively perceive and interpret
feedback on prototypes.
Does iterative prototyping positively affect designer selfefficacy towards a design task? Do the “small wins” of
iterative prototyping lead to greater confidence as the
design process proceeds? Further, if iteration does have a
positive effect on self-confidence (and potentially team
confidence), how do these emotional wins contribute to the
overall outcome? We hypothesize prototyping practices can
have positive effects on individual emotions and team
dynamics.

In the face of motivational barriers, what methods encourage the best practices for iteration? For example, if we
believe anxiety hinders rapid iteration, we can test the
relative merits of anxiety management and team building
techniques. If we find participants make false assumptions
about prototyping’s return on investment, we can investigate how to structure the economic environment to encourage best practices.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigated whether iterative prototyping
outperforms a single iteration on a simple design task
within a fixed time period. The results show that rapid
iterators not only outperformed non-iterators, their self
estimate of task performance significantly increased from
before the design period to just before the task performance
test. Participants with prior exposure to the design task
outperformed those without prior experience. More
notably, non-experienced participants in the iteration
condition did as well as experienced participants in the
non-iteration condition. This work suggests rapid iteration
yields more valuable design insights than allocating that
time to a single iteration.
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